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A

s spring breaks out, Oklahoma
farmers are devising ways to bring

in their harvests earlier than ever, in
order to deliver fresh Oklahoma-grown
produce to local schools well ahead of
the traditional summer harvest season.

The Kerr Center's 2008 lineup of educational events kicks off this spring with three
field days highlighting new opportunities
for farmers in the state’s Farm-to-School
Program.
Advance registration for all field days
is required (see sidebar, p.5).
First up, on April 17, Claudia and Ricky
Crow will show visitors to their farm near
Shawnee how they are adapting their direct
market vegetable operation to new opportunities in local schools.
Vicki and Joe Townsend will host the
second spring field day on May 4, on their
certified organic farm in Atoka County.
Visitors will learn how the Townsends
stretch their growing season at both ends
to bring in harvests at the right time for
schools.
On May 29, Susan Bergen will offer the
last field day of the season at Peach Crest
Farm near Stratford. Bergen will explain
how Peach Crest Farm handles its harvest
to maximize freshness and flavor for farmto-school, as well as other markets.

Susan Bergen talks to Robert Waldrop
on Oklahoma Food Co-op delivery day.

The Kerr Center invites you to attend these events
and explore new production and marketing
opportunities in Oklahoma! Events presented
in partnership with USDA's Risk Management
Agency and the Oklahoma Department of
Agriculture, Food and Forestry.

Farm-to-School and Direct
Marketing at the Crows’ Farm
Claudia and Ricky Crow will describe
their current foray into farm-to-school,
backed up by two decades of experience
growing and direct-marketing vegetables,
on Thursday, April 17, from 5 – 8 at their
farm near Shawnee.
continued on page four

The Kerr Center for Sustainable Agriculture
offers progressive leadership and educational
programs to all those interested in making
farming and ranching environmentally
friendly, socially equitable, and economically
viable over the long term.
The Kerr Center is a non-proﬁt foundation
located on 4,000 acres near the southeastern Oklahoma town of Poteau.
It was established in 1985.

For further information contact us at:
P.O. Box 588, Poteau, OK 74953
918/647-9123 phone,
918/647-8712 fax
mailbox@kerrcenter.com
www.kerrcenter.com
Overstreet-Kerr Historical Farm
918/966-3396
okhfarm@crosstel.net

Grant Funds Value-Added Organic Manual
George Kuepper, who rejoined the Kerr Center last year as a Sustainable Agriculture
Specialist, recently received an $8,800 grant from the Organic Farming Research Foundation.
The grant will fund Kuepper, along with Holly Born from the National Center for
Appropriate Technology (NCAT), to write and publish a manual on value-added processing of
organic crops.
“Our goal is to improve the economic survivability of small- and mid-sized organic farms
by aiding the development of value-added options and strategies,” Kuepper said. “We will do
this by helping to fill the information gap about organic on-farm processing and handling.”
The manual, titled “An Organic Farmer’s Guide to Value-Added Production,” will feature
“soil-to-shelf” coverage of at least four on-farm value-added enterprises, including growing
and packaging leaf lettuce and greens, fruit processing (jams, jellies, etc.), sorghum syrup,
and honey.
The manual will cover production, processing, and marketing issues, emphasizing the
particular challenges of compliance with organic regulations.

PROGRAMS INCLUDE:
• Oklahoma Producer Grants
• The Stewardship Farm/Ranch
• Rural Development and Public Policy
• Communications/Education
• Overstreet-Kerr Historical Farm

STAFF:
James E. Horne, PhD.,
President and CEO
Simon Billy, Stewardship Ranch Technician
Jessica Castillo, Ofﬁce Coordinator
Barbara Chester, Corporate Secretary
Jim Combs, Development Manager,
Overstreet-Kerr Historical Farm
Wylie Harris,
Contract Communications Specialist
George Kuepper,
Sustainable Agriculture Specialist
Maura McDermott,
Communications Director
Lena Moore, Administrative Assistant
Mary Penick, Research Assistant
Anita Poole, Assistant to the President/
Legal Counsel
David Redhage, Director, Southern SARE
PDP Program, Natural Resources Economist
Liz Speake, Business Manager
Doug Walton, Community Foods Coordinator
Alan Ware, Director, Producer Grants
Program/Stewardship Farm
Melanie Zoeller, Executive
Administrative Assistant
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What’s New on the Web
More articles, reports, fact sheets and information
on programs and upcoming events can be
found on the Kerr Center’s comprehensive
website– www.kerrcenter.com.
Since George Kuepper returned to the Kerr
Center, he’s been hard at work updating the
Kerr Center’s materials on organic farming,
as well as other subjects. His most recent
work is available free online:
Small Farms and Markets – How to Assess
Organic Compliance: A Tool for Market
Growers, Market Managers, Produce
Buyers, Extension Agents, and Others
Small farmers, as well as the managers of
the markets at which they sell, may find the
USDA organic standards complicated and
confusing. This new Kerr Center publication
simplifies the process of determining
whether an organic farming operation is in
compliance with the USDA standards.
www.kerrcenter.com/publications/Organiccertification-report/Organic-report07.pdf
Organic Foods:
What Do We Need to Know about Them?
Written for anyone who may eat organic
foods, this publication answers common
questions about the definition and benefits
of organic certification.
www.kerrcenter.com/pdf/organic-foods.pdf

Organic Production in Oklahoma:
Questions and Answers
This publication is for Oklahoma farmers who
may be considering organic certification and
seek information about the steps involved
and the current state of the market.
www.kerrcenter.com/pdf/organicproduction-QA.pdf
Information Packets:
The Kerr Center publishes educational
materials on a wide range of topics in sustainable farming and ranching, alternative
marketing, food and agriculture policy, and
rural development. Here is a sampling of
the most recently updated information
packets within this series; these and many
more are available at
www.kerrcenter.com/HTML/pubs.html.
■ Bees and Beekeeping
■ Agriculture Computer Programs
■ Muscadine Grapes—
Production in the Mid-South
■ Peaches—Mid-South and
Alternative Production
■ Subscription Marketing Strategies
(CSA, Selbsternte)
■ Drip Irrigation
■ Heritage Vegetables & Seed Saving
■ Organics in the Mid-South…
What Are the Challenges?
■ Composting and Vermicomposting
■ Sorghum Syrup
SPRING 2008

2008 Meat Goat Forage
Performance Test

W

ith the popularity of last
year’s meat goat forage
DeWayne Maloy of Oklahoma with his
Reserve Grand Champion Buck #27.

buck test (see sidebar), the Kerr
Center and the OSU Cooperative
Extension Service are again teaming

2007 Meat Goat Forage
Buck Test Results

up to conduct the 2008 Meat Goat
Forage Performance Test.

“Last year was a great success,
and we are looking forward to another
summer with the bucks,” said test
manager Mary Penick, livestock specialist
at the Kerr Center.
Meat goats are booming in
Oklahoma agriculture, and it’s important
to know which lines perform best on
pasture. The forage performance test
helps answer that question.
“The rationale behind the Oklahoma
Meat Goat Forage Performance Test is
to begin to identify individual bucks,
as well as their sires and dams, that
carry genetics expressing strong traits

Sam & Carol Stafford of Texas with their 3rd
Place Buck #36.
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Terry Hankins of Mississippi with his pen of
bucks, including the Grand Champion Buck #42.

important in commercial meat goat
production,” said Penick
“Additionally, this test will allow
breeders to compare genetics within
their herd to make better management
decisions as to herd lines that will
produce profitable progeny for future
herds. This test will also provide valuable
information for all goat producers and
the public.”
This year’s test encompasses a larger
pasture area (35 acres), and the scoring
system has been changed to place
more emphasis on parasite resistance.
Goat producers wishing to test
their bucks' performance on forage are
invited to enter bucks in the test,
which will run from mid-July until the
end of October.
Fee is $120 per buck, and nominations are due by May 30, 2008.
For details, nomination forms, and
questions, visit the Kerr Center website
at www.kerrcenter.com, or contact:
Mary Penick
918.647.9123
Fax: 918.647.8712
E-mail: mpenick@kerrcenter.com

For 101 days last summer and fall,
forty-eight goat bucks competed to
see which could gain weight fastest,
with the least trouble from parasites,
on 20 acres of pasture at the Kerr Ranch
outside Poteau. The bucks came from
17 farms in 8 different states.
Overall, the bucks gained an average
of 0.12 pounds per day of the test;
champions gained weight twice as fast.
The scoring system used to rank the
bucks also included measures of parasite
resistance, including fecal egg counts
and Famacha scores.
Grand Champion
Breed: Kiko
Average Daily Gain: 0.26 lb.
Owner: Terry Hankins, Mississippi
Reserve Grand Champion
Breed: Boer
Average Daily Gain: 0.24 lb.
Owner: DeWayne Maloy, Oklahoma
Third Place
Breed: Texas Genemaster
Average Daily Gain: 0.24 lb.
Owner: Sam & Carol Stafford, Texas
Fourth Place & Top Herdsman
Breed: Kiko
Average Daily Gain: 0.23 lb.
(4th place buck); 0.23 lb. (herd)
Owner: Sky & Deborah Shivers,
Oklahoma
For more detailed information
about the 2007 buck test results,
and updates on the 2008 test,
visit osukerrbucktest.typepad.com.
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continued from page one

Ricky Crow in the field.

“We hope to sell broccoli,
cabbage, lettuce, and tomatoes to
the Shawnee school system,”
Claudia explains. “We are new at
this, and are still learning what the
school can use.”
The Crows will showcase those
farm-to-school crops, as well as their
hoop house tomatoes, plasticulture
crops (tomatoes, peppers, squash,
cucumbers, cantaloupe, and watermelon), and wash line facilities.
The Crows retail 90% of their
crops at farmers markets, as well as
at their own retail store in Shawnee.
This year will be their first to participate in the farm to school program.
A fourth generation farmer and
third generation Oklahoman, Ricky
Crow has been farming all his life.
Early on, Ricky continued the family
tradition of planting alfalfa, wheat,
sudan hay, and milo, and raising cattle.
“However,” says Claudia Crow,
“We did not have enough land to
make a living just farming.”
4
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“Interest rates were at an all
time high, and crop prices at an all
time low. It got harder and harder
to make our payments and have
anything left to invest back into the
farm operation.”
“When the city of Shawnee came
up with the idea of starting a farmers’
market, we thought it would be a
good way for us to diversify our
farm operation, and hopefully make
some extra money to help us hang
on and stay on the farm.”
The Crows started growing vegetables in 1987, with 5 acres of
watermelons and cantaloupes, about
an acre of assorted vegetables, “and
two hoes,” Claudia adds. They currently have 40 acres in vegetable
production.
The Crows’ two sons, Brandon
and Jason, have joined the operation
and helped to expand it. The Crows
purchased Stratford Greenhouse in
December 2006. It has 9 greenhouses in full production, two of
which grow hydroponic tomatoes
(both beefsteak and grape).
Directions: From I-40 (Earlsboro
exit, about 10 miles east of the last
Shawnee exit coming east), go 2.5
miles south on Highway 9A, then

The Crows’ hoop house.

0.5 mile west on the dirt road. The
Crows’ is the second house on the
north side of the road, west of the
BFI landﬁll.

Farm to School at THE Farm
Vicki and Joe Townsend will host
this field day on Sunday, May 4,
from 2 – 6 at THE Farm in Atoka
County. This event will focus on
season extension techniques. These
are important for farm-to-school in
Oklahoma, because they allow
farmers to ripen crops earlier in the
spring, and later in the fall, when
school cafeterias are serving meals.
THE Farm grows a variety of
produce, specializing in certified
organic onions and green chile
peppers. They sell both on-farm
and through a weekly ordering
arrangement, emailing a list of available items to local customers who
place orders for next day delivery.
They plan to start marketing to a
local school this spring.
The Townsends have been
developing season extension techniques for several years on their
small organic farm. Field day visitors
will see several such techniques,
including a homemade growth
chamber for seed germination, and
strawberries on plasticulture.
There’s also an experimental
system for warming cold-frame beds
using passive heat, to help get an
early start on crops like cucumbers
for farm-to-school. (This project got
a helping hand from a 2007
Oklahoma Producer Grant from the
Kerr Center; see p. 14.)
In addition, the Townsends will
discuss their organic approach to
growing food. They will also explain
the simple, self-designed computer
system that they use to track the
history of each plot on the farm.
Joe hails from a small South
Dakota town; Vicki grew up on an
SPRING 2008

Oklahoma cattle farm. Both their families
grew large gardens for personal use, and
the Townsends have continued that habit,
using organic methods, throughout their
adult lives.
Originally employed as computer professionals, they always planned to move
into farming full-time. In 1990, while still
working in the software industry, they began
an organic vegetable operation in eastern
Tennessee, selling produce locally. They
also raised goats for milk, meat, and
cheese.
In 2002, the Townsends purchased
their current 180 acres in southeastern
Oklahoma. The following year, they
certified 20 of those acres as organic.
Since then, they have developed the
farm’s basic infrastructure, building soil
and adding two greenhouses.
Directions: call 918.647.9123.

From Field to Buyer:
Making the Most on Your Growing
Crops at Peach Crest Farm
Susan Bergen will host this field day
on Thursday, May 29, from 5 – 8 at Peach
Crest Farm, north of Stratford.
“What you will see is how a nonfarming person, with the help of many
farming people, has made a farm work,”
says Bergen.
“You will see how we irrigate, integrate
and implement what the customer is
looking for on this acreage: great tasting
produce, grown in environmentally
friendly constraints, and sold at a reasonable price.”
Some of Peach Crest Farm’s 9,000
peach trees share forty acres along the
highway with a display garden area, as
well as the packing sheds and barns.
Planted in 2000, the orchard gave its first
harvest in 2003. Since then, Bergen says,
the harvest has grown in size and quality.
“We have refined our methods to
maximize freshness and consistency,” she
says. The peaches come straight out of
the field into a special wash to remove
KERR CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

fungal spores and bacteria. They then
plunge into a cooling bath before drying,
sorting, and grading.
Fruits without the perfect appearance
necessary for sale as fresh produce still
find a use in Peach Crest Farm’s line of
jarred products, including jam, salsa,
mustard, and barbecue sauce.
Three miles away, an additional 160
acres grows a variety of vegetable crops:
cantaloupes, tomatoes, onions, and more.
Twelve of those acres, certified organic
in 2006, gave an initial harvest of organic
turnips and sweet peas, followed by
vegetables and herbs last summer.
“Last year was our first year to participate in Farm to School,” says Bergen.
Demand was high, but Mother Nature
had other plans.
“Due to weather problems, we were
not able to fill all the orders,” explains
Bergen. “This year we are looking to sell
more than last year’s orders. It has been
a great way to plan future crop planting.”
“We are thrilled with the people we
have worked with and hope to develop
many more relationships with this great
program,” she says.
Peach Crest Farm cultivates multiple
markets as well as multiple crops. In
addition to the Farm-to-School Program,
Bergen sells to several large grocery
chains, at a number of farmers’ markets,
and through the Oklahoma Food Co-op.
“We firmly believe in the support of
local farmers for many reasons,” Bergen
says. “Local farming is the only source
for truly ‘fresh’ produce.”
“When it is right-off-the-farm fresh,
you can taste the difference. You won’t
believe it until you try it for yourself!”
Directions: The farm is on the west
side of Highway 177, 4.5 miles north of
Stratford.
From the north, go a little over 1 mile
south on Highway 177 from the intersection
of Highway 59.
From the south, go 4.5 miles north on
Highway 177 from the four-way stop in
Stratford.

Field Day
Details
Registration for each
field day is due in
advance.
Fee is $10.
To register, call
918.647.9123 or online at
www.kerrcenter.com
Registration due dates:
■ Crows: April 14
(Field Day: April 17)
■ Townsends: April 28
(Field Day: May 4)
■ Bergen: Fri., May 23
(Field Day: May 29)
All field days will be held rain
or shine. Bring a lawn chair,
and wear shoes appropriate
for walking in fields.
*These events presented in partnership
with the USDA RMA program and in
cooperation with the Oklahoma Dept.
of Agriculture, Food and Forestry.

This institution is an
equal opportunity provider
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Agroforestry
— Chloe Johnson

A

lthough its name suggests a new

Pecans and Livestock

agricultural fad, agroforestry is

In Oklahoma, native pecans
have been grown in pastureland
to provide nuts, wood, and shade
for cattle. Growing trees in pastures
with livestock is called silvipasture.
They also make up $15 million of
the state’s agricultural economy.
Pecans from silvipastures make up
a significant part of pecan production
in the region. A study performed by
the University of Kansas showed
that silvipastures in southeastern
Kansas producing cattle and pecans
were profitable and that profits
could be greatly increased with
better management and marketing.
Dr. Dean McCraw, the fruit and
pecan specialist at Oklahoma State
University in Stillwater, states that
native pecans are much hardier and
produce better than imported
species. Non-native species require
more fertilization and pesticides.
Dr McCraw also cites research
performed by Oklahoma State
University and New Mexico State

actually one of the oldest and most
successful agricultural practices around
the world. It is the result of generations
of trial and error and depends heavily
on the farmer’s knowledge of the land
and the plants and animals living in it.

So what is agroforestry?
According to the USDA, the
most basic definition is, “the intentional growing of trees and shrubs in
combination with crops or forage.
Agroforestry also includes tree and
shrub plantings on the farm or ranch
that improve habitat value or access
by humans and wildlife, or that
provide woody plant products in
addition to agricultural crops or
forage. Agroforestry is distinguished
from traditional forestry by having the
additional aspect of a closely associated
agricultural or forage crop.”
6
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University which finds that pecans,
in conjunction with a heart healthy
diet, help reduce cholesterol. They
also found that the benefits of pecan
oil outweigh those of olive oil.
Thinning trees is important to
pecan yield and felled trees can be
sold for timber. Thinning reduces the
need to apply fungicides, increases
yields (though not for several years),
and increases forage. Carefully managing tree thinning is crucial.
Crowding can sneak up on growers
and affect yield in the coming years
before outward signs begin to show.
Research has also been conducted
on the effect of legume plants on
pecan tree growth. They were found
to increase the trees’ yield and growth
and also provide high quality forage
for rapid weight gain in cattle.

Christmas Tree Production
Christmas tree sales total more
than a billion dollars every year and
can be a profitable way to keep land
productive and beautiful. Schilling
SPRING 2008

Christmas Tree Farm in Arkansas has
recently developed a tree shearing
device which has greatly enhanced
worker safety and helped to prevent
exhaustion, muscle fatigue and
overexposure. Their walk-behind
operation, which supports a regular
tree-shearer, can also be used in
other areas as a sprayer, harvester,
and weeder.

the most common traditional
farming system in most of the world
for a reason. It has evolved through
trial and error as the best way to
make land sustainable.
Chloe Johnson was an intern at
the Kerr Center in 2006. This article

is excerpted from a report on agroforestry that she developed for her
internship. Her full report, and other
practical info on agroforestry is
available at www.kerrcenter.com/
stewardship/agroforestry.html or
by calling the center.

Making the Most of Wildlife
Other projects utilize wildlife for
hunting or tourism. Many landowners
in the U.S. lease property for hunting,
or charge fees to allow hunters access
to game, deer stands and feeders.
The Coffey Ranch in Marietta,
Oklahoma, is one. By carefully maintaining the health and numbers of
local deer, taking advantage of local
advertising, as well as implementing
strong management, the Coffey
Ranch has made profits through its
leasing program. In the coming
years, they plan to increase food
plots for deer to create “hot spots” for
hunters as well as tripod stands.
Managing and enhancing riparian areas can also bring in a number
of wildlife from big game to turkeys,
owls, frogs and songbirds. Protection
in riparian areas may also promote
the growth of fish, shellfish, and
invertebrates in the water. Simply
increasing the beauty and natural
habitat of an area not only diversifies
animal and plant species, but also
economic opportunities.

Conclusion
Trees are a natural part of almost
every ecosystem, so it makes sense
that incorporating them into agriculture will maintain a healthy balance.
They help keeps costs low and make
land more productive. They can
become a profitable enterprise in
and of themselves, especially on
small acreage farms. Agroforestry is
KERR CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Agroforestry at the Kerr Center

N

early 20 years ago, the Kerr Center
began fencing cattle out of the
ranch’s streams to allow trees to
return to waterways. The most recent
fences around these “riparian buffer”
areas were completed 2 to 3 years ago,
and the recovery is plain to see.
The USDA NRCS’ Wildlife Habitat
Improvement Program (WHIP) and
Environmental Quality Incentives Program
(EQIP) have helped to pay for some elements of the riparian buffers, such as
stabilized stream crossing points and
gravity flow livestock watering.
The ranch is also planting much of
its marginal and sloping land to trees.
The State Forester's recommended
approach to tree planting, used on the
Kerr Ranch, is to “rip” two-foot deep
trenches every six feet, running across
the slope. Crews plant the seedling trees
into these trenches, which catch water as it
runs downslope, watering the young trees
and reducing erosion at the same time.
The ripping costs $60-90 per acre,
depending on site condition, with the
total cost of tree planting at $220 per
acre. The ranch takes advantage of a state
cost-share program that pays 75% of the
cost of planting trees, up to a $10,000 cap.
Loblolly pine makes up the bulk of

these plantings, with some honey locust
to be used as gateposts. Future plantings
in the same area will include hardwoods
to provide wildlife habitat.
On its better grazing acres, the ranch
has developed other novel methods of
planting trees. To establish trees in bottomland pastures, the Kerr Center mows hay
and rakes it into deep rows of mulch.
Crews then plant such trees as ash, water
oak, and bald cypress into the mulch,
which holds moisture and prevents weeds
from competing with the young trees.
For the first three years after planting, the Kerr Center cuts hay in the 60foot strips between rows of trees, but
does not graze the pasture, to keep cattle
from interfering with the trees’ establishment. Once established, the trees provide
easy access to shade throughout the
pasture, and production improves.
The ranch has also established “living
barns” in some pastures by fencing cattle
out of one corner for 3 to 4 years, after
which a stand of trees – the “barn” – will
be well enough established to offer
shade for livestock.
For more information on the Kerr
Center's Stewardship ranch visit
www.kerrcenter.com/ HTML/stew.html
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A Great Learning Experience: Jim Horne
Reflects on 35 Years at the Kerr Center
– Maura McDermott

K

err Center President Jim Horne marked 35 years
with the Kerr Center in 2007. His career with

the Kerr Center--seven as an ag economist, six as
vice-president, and twenty-two years as president
and CEO—has by any standard, been remarkable.

Under his direction, the Kerr Center has become an
award-winning, innovative institution, respected for its
educational efforts and a leader in sustainable agriculture.
Despite this record of success, Horne will readily
admit that leading the Kerr Center has not always been
easy. The past thirty-five years in agriculture have been
turbulent, especially for farmers trying to make it on the
small and mid-sized farms common in Oklahoma.
Horne came from one of those small farms, near the
community of Cold Springs in southwest Oklahoma. “I
grew up in the cotton field,” he has said. “Farming is in
my blood.”
Inspired by a high school vo-ag teacher, Jim went to
college at Cameron, which at the time was a two-year
agriculture college, and then went on to Oklahoma
State, where he earned a B.S. in Agriculture Education.
In 1972 he earned his Master’s in Agricultural Economics.
Jim got a job with the Kerr Foundation not long after.
Robert S. Kerr was Oklahoma's first native-born governor, an oilman, and eventually a powerful U.S. senator.
He had established a ranch near Poteau in the 1950s
where he raised Angus cattle and entertained visitors
such as John F. Kennedy.
After he died suddenly in 1963, his family established
a private non-profit foundation in his name to engage in
scientific, educational, and charitable activities. The
Agricultural Division of the Kerr Foundation was established on the Kerr Ranch.
The organization conducted research and demonstration projects such as testing pasture grasses and
crossbreeding cattle. It also offered area farmers free
consultations with staff specialists. “It was a one on one
program,” Horne remembers. Teams of three or four
specialists would visit farms to give advice on specific
8
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Jim Horne speaking to OSU's Ag Leadership Group on the Kerr Ranch

problems or to set up “integrated farm plans,” working
with a farmer over several years.
“We made our reputation by our customized
approach to every farm,” says Horne.
The teams might include an agronomist, an animal
scientist or perhaps a horticulturist or aquaculturist
depending on the needs of the farmer. Horne was the ag
economist on the team, helping farmers set up budgets
and calculate which expenditures would pay off and
which wouldn’t.
For the young ag economist, “it was a great learning
experience.”

Hard Lessons
By 1979 Horne had risen to be vice-president of the
“Ag Division.”
He could not have foreseen the lessons he was
about to learn. The worst farm crisis since the Great
Depression occurred in the 1980s.
SPRING 2008

As an organization engaged in
daily contact with farmers, the Kerr
Foundation saw the problems up close.
“Good farmers were going
broke,” recalls Horne.
But even before the farm crisis,
smaller-scale farms were disappearing. Horne saw it happen in Cold
Springs, where, one by one, farmers
left when larger farms outbid them
on the rented land they used.
Horne came to the conclusion
that small farms should not try to
compete with the big spreads
growing commodity crops, but
instead find a profitable niche of
their own. The problem was that
these farmers were not getting the
information, or the credit, they
needed to try something new.
Horne became an advocate for
these smaller family farms. The foundation hosted a number of small
farm conferences, and Horne had
some success educating lenders about

the needs of farmers wanting to try
alternative crops on a small scale.
In the mid-80s, the Kerr
Foundation underwent a reorganization.
In order for its charitable efforts to be
more focused, the foundation was
divided into four separate entities, with
each new foundation to be guided by
one of the four Kerr children.
The senator’s daughter, Kay Kerr
Adair, was to head the board of
trustees of a new non-profit agriculture education foundation that
would take the place of the
Agricultural Division.
The time seemed right for
change. In a 1980 report on organic
farming, the USDA had noted that
the public was concerned about the
demise of the family farm. In addition,
Americans were worried about agrichemical water pollution and pesticide
residues on food.
What came to be known as the
sustainable agriculture movement

was a response to these concerns.
“My education in sustainable agriculture began in a series of conversations
I had with Kay Adair,” recalls Horne.
“She came from outside of agriculture,
yet had a keen interest in it.”
She asked Horne if the situation
in farming was as bad as it looked.
“She asked me if I felt like the
ground was cracking under us [in
agriculture], like in dry weather the
ground cracks,” he remembers.
“And she wanted to know ‘if the
cracks were getting deeper and
wider or were they healing.’”
“Whenever we met, she would
ask me questions: “What do you
think is happening on the land? Are
we really helping people?’”
“To answer her truthfully meant
there would be a paradigm shift in
the organization,” he says.
That shift was not something he
looked forward to. “I wasn’t really
comfortable with environmentalists,”

Barbara Chester Named
Kerr Center Trustee

Barbara Chester receives a retirement gift
from Kerr Center president Jim Horne.

KERR CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Barbara Chester, longtime executive and corporate secretary
for the Kerr Center, retired last July. The Kerr Center saluted her
at a retirement luncheon at Warehouse Willie’s restaurant in
Poteau. Chester had been with the Kerr Foundation since it
was established in 1965. With top notch professionalism, calm
efficiency, kindness, and good humor, she kept the organization
running smoothly for over 40 years.
A native of Monroe, Barbara and her husband Glendon have
two grown daughters. They enjoy spending time with them,
sons-in-law, grandchildren and a host of other relatives and
friends. They are active in the Gideon ministry and serve as
teachers of young children in their church.
Chester had barely begun enjoying her retirement when
Kerr Center president Jim Horne invited her to join the Kerr
Center Board of Trustees, and she accepted. Her knowledge
and experience make her a valuable addition to the board, says
Horne. She joins Kerr Center founder Kay Kerr Adair and other
distinguished board members in guiding the work of the center.
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Kerr Center works with people across the U.S.

he says. He wasn’t alone; many of his peers in agriculture were downright hostile towards anything or anyone
challenging the status quo.
Horne was encouraged to explore this new direction
by Kay and her husband Robert Adair, Sr., and together
they visited farms and sustainable ag organizations.
At the time, few people had even heard the word
“sustainable,” he says. “It took me a long time to get
comfortable—to figure out for myself what sustainable
agriculture meant—and to be able to acknowledge that,
yes, sustainable agriculture is about protecting the environment. But it’s also about helping the farmer make it
financially, and about preserving natural resources and
quality of life in rural communities and about everything
that agriculture should be about.”
In 1985, the Ag Division was christened the Kerr
Center for Sustainable Agriculture.
Soon after, half of the staff quit.

On the Job Training
With nowhere to go but up, Horne hired new staff
and began the daunting task of building an organization
that would be focused on alternative agriculture.
“I was no radical, but I had farm experience, and
I hoped that I could help farmers make what I believed
would be a long slow change to a sustainable agriculture,”
he says. “We were eager to again do what the Center’s
predecessor had done successfully for over twenty years:
reach out to farmers.”
The unanswered question was: just what does one
do to encourage sustainable practices among conven10
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tional farmers?
Horne believed firmly in education— that if you gave
farmers sensible, honest, science-based information they
would use it, though it would take time.
“Change in ag is slow partly because experiments
with plants and animals take time to show results and
because change is financially risky. Farmers operate on
the slimmest of profit margins. Lenders do not encourage
change — they too are wary of unpaid loans. This was
especially true in the mid-1980s.
“The first thing we had to do was get a sufficient
grasp of the ideas of sustainable agriculture so that we
could demonstrate them on our 4,000 acre ranch/farm
and explain them to area farmers and ranchers.”
One way to do it would be to approach it from the
farmer’s point of view. What is the farmer most concerned about?
Horne and staff identified a few basic areas of perennial
concern to farmers: Pest control. Profit. Soil conservation.
Unless they could address these areas in ways that the
average farmer could understand and adopt, reasoned
Horne, we were not going to be successful.
In time, they expanded these “areas of concern” into
a list of simple, yet comprehensive, guidelines or goals
for farmers to use to evaluate their farming practices.

Making the Grade
Fast forward twenty years.
Whether applied to agriculture or energy use or
government spending, sustainable seems to be the
watchword of the age. It is used by everyone from the
president of the U.S. on down. The conviction that we
must consider and plan for the needs of future generations
while meeting our present needs is widely held.
And since 1985, Kerr Center has gone from being
“the villain” to being “credible and respected” by the
agricultural establishment, says Horne.
It is not hard to see why. In its twenty-two year
history, the Kerr Center has chalked up many firsts: the
first organization in the state to devote all of its
resources to sustainable agriculture; the first to establish
a farmer grant program in sustainable agriculture; the
first private non-profit to manage a key USDA sustainable
agriculture program.
Horne was one of the first (and few) to speak out
publicly in support of sustainable agriculture and even
testified before Congress on the needs for USDA to
establish a sustainable agriculture program.
In cooperation with the Oklahoma Department of
SPRING 2008

Jim Horne stands by President Teddy Roosevelt Signing Statehood Proclamation, state capitol.

Agriculture, Food and Forestry, Kerr
Center formed one of the first food policy
councils in the nation in 2001. As its
chairman, Horne led a five-year effort to
establish one of the first statewide farmto-school programs in the nation. In
recognition of his efforts, Horne received
an ovation from the Oklahoma legislature,
just before it unanimously approved the
program in 2006.
Other firsts: sponsorship of the first
sustainable agriculture conference in the
state, Future Farms 2000, and subsequent
Future Farms conferences every two years.
Ten years ago, Jim and I began work
on a book that incorporated his experiences and understanding of sustainable
agriculture. The Next Green Revolution:
Essential Steps to a Healthy Sustainable
Agriculture was published in 2001 by
Haworth Press. It has been ranked at the
top of a popular list of “Great Books for
Sustainable Agriculture.” It is the first book
to synthesize the goals of sustainable agriculture into eight comprehensive (and
comprehensible) steps.
In 2003, the center compiled and
published The Oklahoma Food
KERR CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Connection, the first statewide directory
of farmers selling directly to the public.
Last year the center published Closer to
Home: Healthier Food, Farms and Families
in Oklahoma. It is the first book to take a
wide-angle view at Oklahoma’s food
system, from farm to table, bringing
together information on hunger, health,
agriculture, and food processing.
More firsts: Kerr Center joined with
Sustainable Green Country to bring the
first “Buy Fresh, Buy Local” campaign to
the Tulsa area. The center published the
first manual on sorghum production in
the country. The ranch has done groundbreaking research on multi-species
grazing. Last year, the first buck test for
meat goats in this region was carried out,
with another planned this year. The center
is the first organization in the state to
launch a rare breeds preservation initiative,
doing work to preserve the endangered
Pineywoods cattle.
Recently the Kerr Center and Connors
State College in Warner agreed to work
together to introduce sustainable agriculture
into the college’s respected agriculture
program. This will be the first such

Learn about
the Eight Steps
to a Sustainable
Agriculture
A Well-Researched Introduction
to Sustainable Agriculture!
Written in a lively, non-technical
style accessible to a broad range
of readers.
A personal story, told with
humor and conviction, of a
conventional "aggie" who
experienced a change of heart
Covers what is being done across
the nation to build an agricultural
system that is kind to the environment, responsive to consumers,
and fair to farmers.
"I haven’t seen a book that lays
out the practices of sustainable
agriculture as clearly and concisely as The Next Green
Revolution. "
— review in New Farm
Read reviews and excerpts,
and order online at
www.kerrcenter.com/HTML/
green.html
Or call the Kerr Center office
at 918/647-9123.
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program in Oklahoma.
The Kerr Center’s fifteen staff
members work with Oklahoma
farmers and ranchers, food entrepreneurs, educators, consumers, conservationists, health advocates and
others interested in food and agriculture. The center sponsors educational events each year. Over 100
educational publications are available online at www.kerrcenter.com.
In addition, the center operates
the Overstreet-Kerr Historical Farm
and Museum on highway 59 south
of Sallisaw. Twenty years ago, the
Kerr Center saved the 1895 house
from ruin and restored it to its
original elegance.
The Kerr Center has been
honored for its soil and water conservation work, for environmental
education, and most recently, for
promoting children’s health. The
Overstreet-Kerr Historical Farm has
won awards from the Oklahoma
tourism industry including best
attraction and best website.
Horne has taken leadership roles
in many groups tackling issues as
diverse as agritourism, farmland
preservation, and farm cooperatives
in Oklahoma. Horne is founder and
co-chair of the only statewide land
trust, Land Legacy. The trust works
to preserve prime farmland and
other endangered landscapes. In
2003 Horne and Kerr Center legal
counsel Anita Poole authored Seeds
of Change: Food and Agriculture
Policy for Oklahoma’s Future. Last
fall, he served on the Oklahoma Task
Force on Hunger.
During the early 90s Horne
earned his doctorate and researched
agriculture in Russia. A popular
speaker around the U.S. and in
Europe, he was invited to lecture at
Auburn University in 2005 as part of
their College of Agriculture’s E. T.
York Distinguished Lecture Series.
12
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The Kerr Center has been honored for its soil and water conservation work,
for environmental education, and most recently, for promoting children’s health.

Lifelong Learning
A steadfast commitment to sustainability forms the foundation for
the Kerr Center’s many and varied
educational programs. But commitment alone does not guarantee
success.
Over the years, Horne has been
remarkably adept at staying attuned
to the needs of both farmers and the
greater society and has shaped Kerr
Center educational programs to
meet those needs. This knack for
identifying trends and opportunities,
along with a willingness to lead, is
what has made the Kerr Center an
effective agent for change.
Horne points to the role of Kerr
Center in establishing the USDA’s
Sustainable Agriculture Research and
Education (SARE) program as a highlight of his career thus far. This year
SARE celebrates its twentieth
anniversary.
Horne is cautiously optimistic
about the future. He admits that
today virtually every farmer has
heard the term sustainable agriculture. But he believes that still only
about “ten percent really get it.
Another 30% have limited awareness, and 60% are still in the dark.”
Last year the Kerr Center orga-

nized two “listening sessions” and
invited farmers to attend and talk
about what they need to be successful.
Such events energize Horne, giving
him ideas and new threads to follow.
“The great hope of the future is
the consumer who values differentiated foods– local, pesticide free,
organic– something different from
the ag system– and is willing to pay
a premium for it,” he says. “The
market is growing so fast we need
more farmers,” he says.
“And these farmers have needs
that are not being fulfilled. They
need equipment for specialty crops,
and many can’t afford it. There is a
need for micro-credit loans. We have
to interest those with investment
capital to invest in these ventures.”
“And we have to continue to
build infrastructure for alternative
markets such as farmers’ markets and
the Oklahoma Food Cooperative,” he
adds “The demand for locally grown
is there. There needs to be multiple
ways to get it to the consumer.”
From Jim Horne’s point of view
there is still much work still to be
done and always something to
learn. “At the end of the day,” he
says, “Kerr Center will be there,
helping farmers.”
SPRING 2008

NEWS BRIEFS
Global Warming
is Not OK
The Oklahoma Climatological
Survey (OCS) has released its
“Statement on Climate
Change and its Implications
for Oklahoma.” It is the first of
a series which will look into
the impacts of a warming
climate system on Oklahoma’s
economy and Oklahomans’
quality of life. Future statements will illuminate possible
impacts on specific industries
such as water management
and agriculture.
OCS expects the following
impacts on Oklahoma if the
projected range of warming
happens for the remainder of
the 21st century:
■ Warmer Summers
• More heat waves
and extremes
• Increased drought
frequency/intensity
• Increased cooling costs
• Increased wildfire risk
■ Warmer Winters
• Decreased heating costs
• Longer growing season
• Increased late-freeze
vulnerability
• Fewer cold-air outbreaks
and extremes
■ Precipitation
• Longer periods between
precipitation events
• Increased precipitation
intensity
• Increased risk of flooding
• Increased need for
watering/irrigation
http://climate.ok.gov/news
media/climate_statement.pdf

Can Compost Cure
Global Warming?
Applying organic fertilizers,
such as those resulting from
composting, to agricultural
land could increase the
amount of carbon stored in
these soils and contribute
significantly to the reduction
of greenhouse gas emissions,
according to new research
published in a special issue of
Waste Management & Research.
“An increase of just 0.15%
in organic carbon in arable
soils in a country like Italy
would effectively imply the
sequestration of the same
amount of carbon within soil
that is currently released into
the atmosphere in a period of
one year through the use of
fossil fuels,” write Enzo
Favoino and Dominic Hogg,
authors of the paper.
“Furthermore, increasing
organic matter in soils may
cause other greenhouse gassaving effects, such as improved
workability of soils, better water
retention, less production and
use of mineral fertilizers and
pesticides, and reduced
release of nitrous oxide.”
www.scientificblogging.com:
80/news_releases/can_compost
_heaps_cure_global_ warming

Soil Burners and
Unguided Missiles
In the science of agronomy
no more sacred ground exists
than that of the Morrow Plots,
a hemmed-in acre in the
middle of the University of
Illinois campus that, since
1876, has been under continuous corn production.
That sanctity, built on 131
years of measuring every millimeter, milliliter and gram of
production input and crop
output, serves as the unassailable backdrop to the startling
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discovery that the heavy use
of nitrogen fertilizer in
modern corn production
harms, not helps, carbon
sequestration in soil.
What this means, said
Richard Mulvaney, one of four
Illinois agronomists who conducted the soil-carbon
research, is that "Under
modern, high yield cropping
systems, we are literally
burning up our soils through
the over-application of nitrogen."
This fact, published in the
latest issue of the Journal of
Environmental Quality, also
suggests that over-applying
nitrogen fertilizer on field crops
is more likely a contributor to
greenhouse gas production,
a key factor in global warming,
than an aid in carbon sequestration, the soaking up by the
soil.
"It's just the opposite of
what conventional wisdom
has preached since we began
using heavy doses of N on
crops 50 years ago," Mulvaney
said. "My colleagues and I
were simply amazed when we
examined the data."
"I now view those giant
anhydrous ammonia tanks
injecting nitrogen all over as
giant soil burners," related
Mulvaney from his campus
office in the middle of a
million of acres of Illinois corn,
"and the farmers driving them
as unguided missiles."
If that view appears bold
for normally-reserved agronomists, he and colleagues S.A.
Khan, T.R. Ellsworth and S.W.
Boast, were equally bold
when titling their research
paper for the Journal: "The
Myth of Nitrogen Fertilization
for Soil Carbon Sequestration,"
which is available at
http://jeq.scijournals.org.
By Alan Guebert, excerpted
from The Hawkeye, Burlington, IA

www.thehawkeye.com/
column/guebert111107

Hunger is Not OK
Common-sense measures
to strengthen families and
better utilize existing nutrition
programs are among strategies
to address hunger in Oklahoma
identified by the Oklahoma
Task Force on Hunger in its
final report delivered to the
Governor and leaders from
the Senate and the House.
State Senator Andrew Rice
(D-OKC), who, along with
State Representative Kris
Steele (R-Shawnee) authored
legislation creating the task
force last year, said the final
report confirms the urgency
of the state's hunger problems.
The Task Force reports that
"Oklahoma is one of the hungriest states in America".
Rice said if half a million
Oklahomans are going to bed
hungry every night, then
answers must be found. He
said it is an issue that could
not be ignored any longer
Steele said hunger and
malnutrition reduces the
ability of adults to work, and
most importantly, erodes
children's ability to learn and
lead healthy lives.
In its roadmap for policymakers, agency officials, and
representatives of the charitable
community to address
Oklahoma's growing hunger
problem, the Task Force made
four primary recommendations.
"As we move forward with
the implementation of the
report's recommendations, I
invite all Oklahomans to work
with us and proclaim, 'Hunger
is not OK'," said Nancy Eggan,
chair of the task force.
www.hungerinoklahoma.org/
hungerstudy.pdf
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Producer Grant Program Recipients:

2007 & 2008
5
4

7

T

he Oklahoma Producer Grant
Program supports farmer and

13

rancher innovation with cash grants.

6

The first of its kind in Oklahoma, the
program funds both research and

2

demonstration projects for up to
$3,500 for a two-year project, and
up to $7,500 for a three-year project.

2007
The 2007 Oklahoma Producer Grant Program supported
three two-year projects related to season extension for
Oklahoma’s Farm to School Program. Each grant recipient is developing a relationship with a local school and
documenting that experience.

1

2

Joe and Vicki Townsend,
THE Farm, Atoka

Passive Root Zone Heating System for Cold Frames
($3,340)
The Townsends operate a small organic farm between

Todd Griffith, TG Farms, Norman

Hugo and Atoka, where they have been developing

Season Extension for Strawberries ($3,500)

season extension techniques for several years. Their
project will use a small fan to force warm air from the

Todd has a retail greenhouse operation and grows a
variety of vegetables on his 80-acre farm near Norman.
His project will investigate the use of three systems to
lengthen the strawberry harvest season for farm to
school production. Growing the strawberries on plastic
in an annual system, he will measure yield and ripening
dates in a cold frame, under a grow blanket outside the
cold frame, and in the open weather. Todd will also be
working with a selected school to provide strawberries
for the cafeteria in his second year. He will use this information to help develop a distribution model for
different size schools and producers.
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ceiling of the greenhouse through tubes buried under
beds in a coldframe. They will measure temperature differences and yields, and develop a cost analysis. The
Townsends will test a variety of vegetables in the beds,
and sell the produce to small schools in the area, focusing on salad bar items. The Townsends are hosting one
of the Kerr Center’s 2008 Field Days on May 4; see p. 4.)

3

Tod Hanley, Trebuchet Gardens, Norman
Plastic Coldframe Cover Evaluation ($2,450)

Tod and his f iancee Jamie grow greens and other
SPRING 2008

vegetables for various markets in the
Norman area. Over several years, Tod
has developed economical coldframe
construction methods. His project will
compare the effects of three different
coverings on growing conditions in the
coldframe. He will measure temperature and yield. Tod and Jamie will organize field trips to educate kids about
healthy foods as one way of working
with schools to get Oklahoma food into
Oklahoma schools.
For more information about the
Oklahoma Farm to School Program, visit
www.kerrcenter.com/farm_to_school.

2008
The 2008 call for proposals was a
general call based on the eight points
of sustainability (see sidebar). The four
grant recipients developed their project
proposals with one of the eight points
as a focus. This general call usually
brings many good, diverse projects,
and 2008 was no exception.

4

Jeremy Eaton, Cashion

Freshwater Prawn (Shrimp)
Production (2 years, $3,345)
Jeremy currently runs a commercial sheep
operation. His project will investigate the
economic feasibility of freshwater prawn
in Oklahoma. He will measure feed costs
and growth rates, and investigate marketing avenues and production issues.
The Autry Technology Center will assist
with economic and marketing analysis.

5

Kathy Moore, Anichini-Moore
Ranch & Farm, Woodward

Soil Building Methods for Garden
Production (3 years, $7,500)
Kathy will compare different soil
amendments in small food garden plots.
To four identically planted plots, she will
add composted yard waste, cover
crops, commercial fertilizer, or no
amendment (control). She will measure
KERR CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

food yields as well as soil nutrients and
organic matter. Kathy wants to raise
awareness of the importance of using
valuable yard waste for replacing soil
fertility instead of hauling it to a landfill.
She hopes to encourage water conservation through mulching and use of drip
irrigation.

6

Bill Sears, B and R
Greenhouse, Talihina

Solar Pump System for Greenhouses
(2 years, $3,500)
Bill has been producing bedding and
foliage plants for many years, always
seeking to cut costs for better production management. His project will
investigate and develop the most cost
efficient solar pumping system. He will
also compare the effects of pond versus
city water on water unit cost and
growth rates of different flowers (impatiens, peperomia, and poinsettia) in container flats. Bill will develop a fact sheet
on the increasing cost effectiveness of
solar energy.

7

8

Essential
Steps to a
Healthy,
Sustainable
Agriculture

Dr. Dave Sparks, Porum

Multi-species Grazing for Goat
Parasite Management (3 years, $7,500)
Goat parasites are a growing problem in
the South. Dr. Sparks hypothesizes that
cattle can reduce goat parasite loads by
consuming the parasites’ larvae as they
graze. He will use fecal samples to
measure parasite loads in goats that are
rotated through pastures where cattle
have grazed. Dr. Steve Hart of Langston
University will assist with sample
testing, and Bob Woods of Oklahoma
State University will consult on agronomic issues.

1

Conserve and create
healthy soil.

2

Conserve water and
protect its quality.

3

Manage organic wastes
and farm chemicals so
they don’t pollute.

4

Manage pests with
minimal environmental
impact.

5

Select livestock and
crops adapted to the
natural environment.

6
7

8

Encourage biodiversity.
Conserve energy
resources.
Increase profitability
and reduce risk.

from The Next Green
Revolution: Essential
Steps to a Healthy,
Sustainable Agriculture
by James E. Horne, PhD.
and Maura McDermott

For more information about the
Oklahoma Producer Grant Program, visit
www.kerrcenter.com/HTML/opg.html.
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From Closer to Home: Healthier Food, Farms and Families in Oklahoma

Food Miles: The Long Road
to Community Food Security
--Wylie Harris

S

ome folks’ first reaction to all this talk about
local food systems may simply be a shrug.

After all, as long as the food is on the grocery store
shelves, restaurant menus, and dinner tables, what
difference does it really make where it comes from,
or how far it has to travel to get from there to here?
“Quite a bit,” is one answer to that question.
For an idea of how much “quite a bit” is, check the
odometer – the “food odometer,” that is.
On average, any given piece of food on a plate
in the U.S. has traveled 1,500 miles from the farm
where it was grown.
That shouldn’t be surprising, considering how
much of the food eaten in the U.S. comes from
outside the country.
According to USDA figures, 12% of the vegetables,
40% of the fruit, and nearly 80% of the seafood eaten
in the U.S. come from other countries.
Those numbers don’t square well with the common
perception of the U.S. as breadbasket to the world.
Still more unsettling is the thought that the U.S. is
dependent on other countries for something so fundamental to security as food.
Even more disturbingly, the widespread, longrange transport of food can undermine the very
ecosystem services on which agriculture relies for
its productivity: clean water, fertile soils, and a predictable climate.

Counting the Costs of Food Miles
Researchers in the U.K. recently attempted to
compare, in monetary terms, the environmental costs
of growing and shipping food. They estimated monetary values for different environmental impacts – from
pesticides in water, to soil erosion, to greenhouse gas
emissions, to biodiversity losses – and then totaled
those costs for each segment of the food system.
The results were as surprising as they are full of
16
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implications for efforts to grow a more local food system.
Proponents of organic farming often cite their
methods’ more benign environmental impacts, and
the U.K. study backed up those claims. Conventional
farming methods are responsible for 29% of the total
external environmental costs of the food system (see
figure, p.17). A full nationwide conversion to organic
farming would eliminate three quarters of those costs.
However, consumers driving their cars to and
from the stores and restaurants where they buy food
do nearly as much environmental damage as the
farmers do growing it – about 25% of the food
system’s total environmental costs.

When Oklahomans hit the grocery aisles
hankering for a juicy, ripe homegrown
tomato in July, at the height of tomato
season, why are their options limited
to hard Canadian-grown tomatoes?
Moreover, the single most costly item in this environmental accounting of the U.K.’s food system –
worse than farmers’ tractors and pesticides, and consumers’ car trips to the grocery store – is shipping
food from farms to retail outlets.
Such shipments rack up 46% of the total environmental havoc wrought by the food system as a whole.
That may seem surprising, but perhaps it shouldn’t.
On average, any given piece of food on a plate in
the U.S. has traveled 1,500 miles from the farm
where it was grown.
One Iowa study found that shipping food from
that state’s current suppliers, located all over the
country, uses four times as much fuel as it would take
to move the same amount of food from farms right
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Environmental Costs of Food System,
Farm to Table
Production Conventional
29%
Transportation Farm to Store
46%

Transportation Store to Home
25%

Community Food Security
The more food that is grown, processed,
and consumed all within Oklahoma, the
larger the economic benefits to the state
as a whole. Who wouldn’t trade a hard
tomato for a juicy deal like that?
there in Iowa.
Sourcing just ten percent more of Iowa’s
produce from within the state would save enough
fuel – over 300,000 gallons – to run more than 100
Iowa farms for a year.
From an environmental perspective, then, the
biggest potential gains in improving the food
system come from making it more local – reducing
the food miles.
A shift to organic farming comes in at second
place – though the ideal would be a food system
that’s both local and organic.
How local is a local food system? According to
one Iowa study, food might come from farms within
a radius of 56 miles of where it’s ultimately eaten –
a far cry from today’s 1,500.
Another definition of ‘local’ can be found in the
100-Mile Diet, a campaign that challenges people
to try eating food grown within 100 miles of their
homes as a way of understanding just how global
the food system has become.
Perhaps one way to think of local food systems
is as a vehicle for increasing homeland security and
hometown security – along with community food
security – all at the same time.

KERR CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Looking at food and agriculture issue through the lens
of community food security requires one to look at the
whole food system and understand how each part affects
the whole food security of a given community.
Community food security programs and policies address
a broad range of issues, including, but not limited to:
• Participation in and access to federal food assistance
programs
• Economic opportunity and job security
• Community development and social cohesion
• Ecologically sustainable agricultural production
• Farmland preservation
• Economic viability of rural communities
• Direct food marketing
• Diet-related health problems
• Access to emergency food
For more on community food security, see
www.kerrcenter.com/community_food/definitions.htm

What if Oklahoma farms grew half...
… of all the peaches eaten in Oklahoma?
• Peaches would use an 2,053 additional acres.
• The value of peach sales would increase by $2.9 million.

… of all the tomatoes eaten in Oklahoma?
• Tomatoes would use an additional 6,000 acres.
• The value of tomato sales would increase by $56 million.

What if:
Oklahomans got one-third of the recommended six weekly
servings of dark green vegetables - from spinach grown on
Oklahoma farms?
An additional 2,800 acres of spinach would be needed.
Value of sales would soar from their current $6.7 million to
$19.1 million.
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Balancing Trade for a Balanced Diet:
Oklahoma’s Farm Exports and Food Imports
--Wylie Harris

O

klahoma’s homegrown local
food networks – farmers’
markets, the Farm-to-School Program,
and others – are growing fast. Still, in
terms of total sales, they’re the tiniest of
blips on the radar of agricultural economics. Despite their small size,
though, these budding efforts contain a
powerful potential for farm and rural
economic revitalization.

Oklahoma’s reputation as an
agricultural powerhouse is well
earned. Agriculture’s $7 billion
annual boost to the Oklahoma
economy accounts for ten percent
of the state’s gross product, and
nearly 17% of its employment.
Despite this economic momentum, however, Oklahoma agriculture
leaves the state’s residents looking
outside the state for much of their
food, while providing only a breakeven income for many of its farmers.
Such imbalances carry ties to
Oklahoma’s poor nutritional record,
and they are also an impediment to
the state’s economic health.

Ins and Outs
This situation is rich with
paradox. After all, Oklahoma grows
several times more of its top-grossing crops and livestock than its residents eat, leading to booming
exports of these commodities from
the state (see table, p.19).
However, Oklahomans also eat
many other foods, in quantities that
far surpass the state’s own output –
even though some of those same
18
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crops rank fairly high in the state’s
agricultural sales receipts (see table,
p.19). Many of these are precisely
the foods – fruits and vegetables –
that Oklahomans’ diets need most.
That contrast funnels much of
the money that Oklahomans spend
on food each year – an estimated
$8 billion – right out of the state.
So, while Oklahoma agriculture
makes money on large crops of a
few commodities, it forgoes a
much larger potential income – as
well as a public health dividend –
by failing to meet its own consumers’ demand for many other
food items.
On average, Oklahoma farms
turn a slim profit, but the food sector
as a whole is importing its wares – and
exporting the state’s own economic
wealth to pay for them.
Oklahoma farmers spend $4.1
billion to raise the state’s current
array of crops and livestock. That’s
not much less than the $4.5 billion
they earn by selling them, leaving
them a slim margin – about $8,200
per farm – for income and expansion. (In conditions like that, it’s no
wonder that one of the state’s major
exports from rural areas is its youth.)
However, farmers' spending on
some inputs does circulate within
the state's economy.
One of Oklahoma agriculture's
largest production costs is for livestock, and much of the money
spent on the production cost of
livestock stays in the state. That's
because Oklahoma produces more

Pages 16-19 excerpted from Closer to
Home, the Kerr Center's centennial
book. It is available online at www.kerrcenter.com or by calling the Kerr
Center at 918.647.9123.

farm animals – primarily cattle –
than it buys in, and so Oklahoma
farmers are likely to buy the livestock
they need to build or replenish
their herds from other producers
within the state.
Similarly, Oklahoma produces
almost four times more fertilizer –
another substantial farm production
cost – than it consumes.
But the dollars spent in Oklahoma’s
food stores don’t fuel the state’s
economy in the same way, because
so much of what’s on the shelves is
grown outside the state.
When Oklahomans hit the
grocery aisles hankering for a juicy,
ripe homegrown tomato in July, at
the height of tomato season, why
are their options limited to hard
Canadian-grown tomatoes?

Home-Grown Solutions
Community economic development strategists have long offered
a solution for such excess imports:
replace them with locally produced
alternatives.
Though it sounds like a no-brainer,
that idea bucks recent trends toward
consolidation in virtually all sectors
of agriculture. But, as Jane Jacobs
asserts in The Nature of Economies,
“economies of location often override and outdo economies of scale.”
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Not Growing Enough: Food Imports
Food/Crop

Percentage of Oklahomans' Consumption
Imported from Out-of-State

Broccoli

100.0

Lettuce

100.0

Cherries, tart

99.9

Figs

99.3

Asparagus

99.2

Garlic

99.2

Apricots

99.0

Onions

99.0

Eggplant

98.8

Tomatoes

98.2

Grapes

98.1

Milk (5)

98.0

Plums and prunes

97.5

Beets

97.2

Raspberries

96.9

Honey (21)

95.8

Apples

95.5

Cucumbers

92.7

Strawberries

92.2

Blueberries

86.2

Chile peppers

81.7

Peaches (19)

81.2

Cabbage

81.1

Squash

77.6

Pears

67.8

Cantaloupe

56.3

Sweet corn

53.2

More Than Enough: Top Crops for Export

Snap beans

34.5

Lamb/Sheep (17)

30.6

Food /Crop

Pumpkins

11.5

Rye (14)
Wheat (2)
Corn (11)
Peanuts (13)
Beef (1)
Pork (3)
Watermelon (15)
Chicken (18)
Blackberries
Mustard greens
Spinach
Turnip greens
Southern peas
Okra
Eggs (8)

Percentage of Oklahomans’ Consumption
Exported Out-of-State
4706.1
1738.4
1210.5
586.3
443.9
393.5
392.8
302.0
214.2
203.7
107.3
78.9
43.7
17.0
5.0
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In other words, the economic efficiency of largescale, long-range operations can be more than canceled out by their high (and, lately, rising) transportation costs, their resistance to trying new techniques,
and their inability to differentiate their products to
match the idiosyncratic demands – such as freshness
and flavor – of local markets.
One obvious strategy for such locally-based import
replacement would be for Oklahoma farms to start
growing more of the crops – like asparagus, spinach,
and tomatoes – that the state isn’t currently producing
enough of to meet its own residents’ demand.
Oklahoma farmers could adopt these crops as
part of a general strategy of diversification, with all
the associated benefits. Indeed, many already are.
Revitalizing Oklahoma’s immense agricultural
sector and rural economy one farmers’ market and
school cafeteria at a time may seem farfetched. Then
again, the state has yet to fully catch the national
wave of growth in direct farm sales.
Nor are direct sales the only way for Oklahoma
farmers to put more of their own bounty on tables
within the state. Other possibilities include increasing
and diversifying other local sales outlets. Still others
flow forth when Oklahoma food processing enterprises
add value to raw food materials grown within the state.
The more food that is grown, processed, and consumed all within Oklahoma, the larger the economic
benefits to the state as a whole. Who wouldn’t trade
a hard tomato for a juicy deal like that?

Crops listed are those for which USDA keeps production records in Oklahoma,
and the list is not all inclusive.
The number in parentheses after the name of the crop is the sales rank of
that crop in Oklahoma for 2002. For example, Oklahoma sold 17 times more
wheat than it ate in 2002, and wheat had the second highest sales of any
crop grown in the state. Similarly, Oklahoma imports 98% of the milk it consumes, even though milk is the state’s fifth-ranking crop in terms of sales.
It’s important to bear in mind that these estimates of the amount of different
foods that Oklahoma imports are the lowest possible. It’s possible that
Oklahoma could be importing even more of certain foods than these
numbers suggest.
For example, we know how much milk Oklahoma produces, and we know
how much milk Oklahomans drink. Together, those two numbers tell us that
Oklahoma must import at least 98% of the milk that’s drunk within the state.
However, if Oklahoma exports all the milk it produces, it would have to import
all the milk that Oklahomans drink. The data sources used for this report don’t
permit us to know when that’s the case.
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CALENDAR: SPRING/SUMMER EVENTS
FIELD DAY:
Farm-to-School and Direct
Marketing*
April 17 - Shawnee
Claudia and Ricky Crow will
describe their current foray into
farm-to-school, backed up
by two decades of experience
growing and direct-marketing
vegetables. They will showcase
their farm to school crops, hoop
house tomatoes, plasticulture
crops, and wash line facilities.
Registration is $10, due by April 14.
Register at 918.647.9123. Event
will be held rain or shine. Bring a
lawn chair and wear shoes appropriate for walking in fields. (See p. 1.)
FIELD DAY:
Farm-to-School*
May 4 - Atoka
Vicki and Joe Townsend will host
this field day at certified organic
THE Farm in Atoka County. They
will focus on the season extension
techniques, such as a growth
chamber, plasticulture, and cold

frames, that they use to harvest
crops for farm-to-school, outside
the traditional harvest season.
Registration is $10, due by April 28.
Register at 918.647.9123. Event
will be held rain or shine. Bring a
lawn chair and wear shoes appropriate for walking in fields.
(See p. 1, 14.)

Register at 918.647.9123. Event
will be held rain or shine. Bring a
lawn chair and wear shoes appropriate for walking in fields.
(See p. 1.)

FIELD DAY:
From Field to Buyer:
Making the Most on Your
Growing Crops*
May 29 - Stratford

Nomination forms are due on this
date from goat producers wishing
to test their bucks’ performance on
forage in a test conducted by the
Kerr Center and the OSU
Cooperative Extension Service.
For details and forms, visit the
Kerr Center website at
www.kerrcenter.com. (See p. 3.)

Susan Bergen will discuss her
Peach Crest Farm’s approach to
harvesting and post-harvest handling for farm-to-school and
several other markets, including
retail grocery chains and farmers’
markets. The field day will feature
the farm’s packing sheds, wash
facility, chilling bath, and sorting/
grading line, as well as the peach
orchard and both conventional
and organic vegetable fields.
Registration is $10, due by May 23.

DEADLINE:
Nominations for Meat Goat
Forage Performance Test
June 15

CONFERENCE:
Future Farms 2008:
From the Ground Up*
August 5-6 - Oklahoma City
The Kerr Center’s biennial
conference will feature bus
tours on the first day, and
speakers on the second.
Details will follow in future
newsletters, and on the
Kerr Center website,
www.kerrcenter.com.

*These events presented in
partnership with the USDA
Risk Management Agency,
an equal opportunity provider
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